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Abstract. In the recent study of infinite root systems, fractal patterns of ball packings were
observed while visualizing roots in affine space. In this paper, we show that the observed
fractals are exactly the ball packings described by Boyd and Maxwell. This correspondence is a
corollary of a more fundamental result: Given a geometric representation of a Coxeter group in
a Lorentz space, the set of limit directions of weights equals the set of limit roots. Additionally,
we use Coxeter complexes to describe tangency graphs of the corresponding Boyd–Maxwell
ball packings. Finally, we enumerate all the Coxeter systems that generate Boyd–Maxwell ball
packings.

1. Introduction
We establish a connection between two seemingly unrelated concepts: infinite root systems in
Lorentz space, and a special class of ball packings initially studied by Boyd and Maxwell, which
generalizes Apollonian ball packings.
A Coxeter group is usually represented as a reflection group in a vector space, which allows
to associate a root system to the Coxeter system, see [Bou68] and [Hum92]. Vinberg adopts
a generalized geometric representation depending on a bilinear form associated to the Coxeter
system [Vin71], which is more natural and flexible for infinite Coxeter systems, see [Kra09]. The
notion of limit roots was introduced and studied in this framework in [HLR13]. Limit roots are
the accumulation points of the directions of the roots. Properties of limit roots of infinite Coxeter
systems were investigated in a series of papers. Limit roots lie on the isotropic cone of the bilinear
form associated to the geometric representation, see [HLR13]. Limit roots are also studied as
the defining rays of the imaginary cone, see [Dye13]. The relations between limit roots and the
imaginary cone are further investigated in [DHR13].
We say that a Coxeter system is Lorentzian if, in the geometric representation mentioned above,
the Coxeter group acts on a Lorentz space as a discrete reflection group generated by reflections
in the basis, see Section 2.1. In many exemples of Lorentzian Coxeter systems, fractal patterns of
ball packings appear while visualizing limit roots on a affine hyperplane, see [HLR13, Figure 1(b)],
[HPR13, Figure 1] and Figure 1 of the present article. A description of this fractal structure is
conjectured in [HLR13, Section 3.2] and proved in [DHR13, Theorem 4.10]. In [HPR13], Hohlweg,
Préaux and Ripoll prove that the set of limit roots of a Coxeter group W acting on a Lorentz space
is equal to the limit set of W seen as a discrete reflection group of hyperbolic isometries. This
explains the pattern of Apollonian disk packing left by the limit roots of the universal Coxeter
group of rank 4.
While investigating limit roots, we observed that patterns appearing in these examples are
similar to the ball packings studied by Boyd and Maxwell, which generalizes the renowed Apollonian ball packings. One way to generate an Apollonian ball packing is by inversion, see for
instance [GLM+ 05, GLM+ 06]. In [Boy74], Boyd proposed a class of infinite ball packings generalizing this construction, which is later related to Lorentzian Coxeter systems by Maxwell [Max82].
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Maxwell’s approach relies on a correspondance between space-like directions and balls. More
specifically, in the geometric representation of a Coxeter group, weights are vectors “dual” to the
roots, and the Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster refers to the set of balls corresponding to space-like
weights. Maxwell proved that a Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster is a ball packing if and only if the
Lorentzian Coxeter system is of “level 2”, see Section 2.4.

(a) Positive roots of depth ≤ 7 for the Coxeter
system of rank 4 with a complete Coxeter graph
with all edges labeled by 4. This Coxeter system
is of level 2.

(b) Positive roots of depth ≤ 7 for the Coxeter
system of rank 4 with a complete Coxeter graph
with all edges labeled by 4 except one dotted
edge labeled by −1.1. This Coxeter system is of
level 3.

Figure 1. The pattern of a ball packing and a ball cluster approximated by roots
generated by rank-4 Coxeter systems, seen in the affine space spanned by simple
roots.
The main result of this paper unifies the study of limit roots and the work of Boyd and Maxwell.
Notions involved in Theorem 1.1 are formally defined in Section 2.
Theorem 1.1. The set of limit roots of an irreducible Lorentzian Coxeter system is the residual
set of the corresponding Boyd–Maxwell ball clusters.
Here, the residual set is the complement of the interiors of balls in the cluster. This theorem
implies that [DHR13, Theorem 4.10] and [HMN13, Theorem 1.2] (see Theorem 2.4 below) can
be deduced from [Max82, Theorem 3.2] (see Theorem 2.10 below) in the Lorentzian case, see
Section 3.2 and 3.4.
We first prove the main result for Lorentzian Coxeter systems of level 2. In this case, the
Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster is a ball packing, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). The proof is based on
the fact that the set of limit directions of weights of a Lorentzian Coxeter system is equal to its
set of limit roots, see Theorem 3.4. We then extend the same arguments to Lorentzian Coxeter
systems of level ≥ 3. In this case, balls in the Boyd–Maxwell cluster may overlap, as illustrated
in Figure 1(b). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1, since Lorentzian Coxeter systems of
level ≤ 1 have been considered in [DHR13, HPR13].
For irreducible Lorentzian Coxeter systems of level 2, we also study the tangency graph of
Boyd–Maxwell ball packings. In [Che13], the tangency graphs of Apollonian ball packings are
compared to the 1-skeleton of stacked polytopes. In Theorem 3.7, we describe the tangency graph
of Boyd–Maxwell ball packing in term of the corresponding Coxeter complex. Finally, noticing the
importance of Maxwell’s work, we use the computer algebra system Sage [S+ 14] to verify the list
of irreducible Coxeter systems of level 2, which was manually enumerated by Maxwell in [Max82].
The current list of groups is slightly different from Maxwell’s enumeration. We find 326 Coxeter
graphs, whereas Maxwell found 323.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the notions of geometric representations of Coxeter system, limit root, Coxeter complex and review the work of Boyd and Maxwell.
In Section 3, we study the relations between limit roots and Boyd–Maxwell ball clusters through
the notion of limit weights, and relate tangency graphs of Boyd–Maxwell ball packings to Coxeter
complexes. Finally, in Section 4, we describe the algorithm that enumerates all level-2 Coxeter
graphs. The resulting list is presented in the appendix.
2. Coxeter groups, limit roots and Boyd–Maxwell Packings
2.1. Geometric representation of a Coxeter group. Let (W, S) be a finitely generated Coxeter system, where S is a finite set of generators and the Coxeter group W is generated with the
relations (st)mst = e where s, t ∈ S, mss = 1 and mst = mts ≥ 2 or = ∞ if s 6= t. The cardinality
|S| = n is the rank of the Coxeter system (W, S). For an element w ∈ W , the length `(w) of w
is the smallest natural number k such that w = s1 s2 . . . sk for si ∈ S. The readers are invited to
consult [Bou68, Hum92] for more details. We associate a matrix B to (W, S) as follows:
(
− cos(π/mst ) if mst < ∞,
Bst =
−cst
if mst = ∞,
for s, t ∈ S, where cst are chosen arbitrarily with cst = cts ≥ 1. We say that the Coxeter system (W, S) associated with the matrix B is a geometric Coxeter system, and denote it by (W, S)B .
Let V be a real vector space of dimension n, equipped with a basis ∆ = {αs }s∈S . The matrix B
defines a bilinear form B on V by B(αs , αt ) = αs| Bαt for s, t ∈ S. For a vector α ∈ V such that
B(α, α) 6= 0, we define the reflection σα
(1)

σα (x) := x − 2

B(x, α)
α,
B(α, α)

for all x ∈ V.

The homomorphism ρ : W → GL(V ) that sends s ∈ S to σαs is a faithful geometric representation
of the Coxeter group W as a discrete subgroup of the orthogonal group OB (V ), i.e., the group
of linear transformations of V preserving the bilinear form B. We refer the readers to [HLR13,
Section 1] for more details. In the following, we will write w(x) in place of ρ(w)(x).
If the matrix B is positive definite, we say that (W, S)B is of finite type, in this case W is a
finite group. If B is positive semidefinite but not definite, we say that (W, S)B is of affine type.
In either case, the group W can be represented as a reflection group in Euclidean space. If B has
signature (n − 1, 1), the pair (V, B) is a n-dimensional Lorentz space, and we say that (W, S)B is of
Lorentzian type. In the present paper, Coxeter systems always come with an associated matrix B.
Therefore, we sometimes drop the term “geometric”, and simply call (W, S)B a Coxeter system.
The set Q = {x ∈ V | B(x, x) = 0} is called isotropic cone, or light cone if (V, B) is a Lorentz
space. In a Lorentz space, a vector x is space-like (resp. time-like, light-like) if B(x, x) is positive
(resp. negative, zero). In [Max82], Maxwell uses the term “real” for space-like vectors. The
following proposition plays an essential role in the proofs in the present paper.
Proposition 2.1 ([Cec08, Theorem 2.3]). Let (V, B) be a Lorentz space and x, y ∈ Q be two
light-like vectors. Then B(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = cy for some c ∈ R.
Let Φ = W (∆) be the orbit of ∆ under the action of W . The vectors in ∆ are called simple
roots, and the vectors in Φ are called roots. The roots Φ are partitioned into positive roots
Φ+ = cone(∆)∩Φ and negative roots Φ− = −Φ+ . Note that in [HLR13] and [DHR13], simple roots
only need to be positively independent but not necessarily linearly independent. The depth dp(γ)
for γ ∈ Φ+ is the smallest integer k such that γ = s1 s2 . . . sk−1 (α), for si ∈ S and α ∈ ∆.
Let V ∗ be the dual vector space of V with dual basis ∆∗ . If the bilinear form B is non-singular,
which is the case for Lorentz spaces, V ∗ can be identified with V , and ∆∗ = {ωs }s∈S can be
identified with a set of vectors in V such that
(2)

B(αs , ωt ) = δst ,
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where δst is the Kronecker delta function. Vectors in ∆∗ are called fundamental weights, and
vectors in the orbit
[
Ω := W (∆∗ ) =
W (ω)
ω∈∆∗

are called weights. We refer the readers to [Bou68, Chapter VI, Section 1.10] for more details.
Remark 2.2. In the present article, we are mainly concerned with Coxeter groups acting on
Lorentz space, therefore we use the term “Lorentzian”. In the literature, the term hyperbolic is
used, but with different meanings. In [Bou68, Hum92], the term hyperbolic stands for what we
call Lorentzian of level 1 (see Section 2.4 for the definition), while compact hyperbolic stand for
what we call strict Lorentzian of level 1 (see Section 4.3 for the definition). In [Dye13, Section 9.1]
and [DHR13], if the simple roots are linearly independent, the term weakly hyperbolic corresponds
to what we call Lorentzian. Whereas in [Vin71, Max78, Max82], the term hyperbolic stands for
what we call Lorentzian. See [HPR13, Section 3.5] and Remark 3.10 therein for more discussion
on terminology.
2.2. Limit roots. As observed in [HLR13, Section 2.1], the set of roots Φ ⊂ V is discrete and
has no limit point. Nevertheless, it is possible to study the asymptotic directions of the roots.
For this, we pass to the projective space PV , i.e., the topological space of 1-dimensional subspaces
b ∈ PV denote the line passing through x and the
of V . For a non-zero vector x ∈ V \ {0}, let x
origin. The group action of W on V by reflection induces a projective action of W on PV :
[
b = w(x),
w·x

w ∈ W,

x ∈ V.

One verifies that this is indeed a group action. For a set X ⊂ V , we define the corresponding
projective set
b := {b
X
x ∈ PV | x ∈ X}.
b projective weights Ω
b and the projective isotropic cone Q.
b
In this sense, we have projective roots Φ,
Let h(x) denote the sum of the coordinates of x in the basis ∆, and call it the height of the
vector x. In a Lorentz space, we say that x is future-directed (resp. past-directed) if h(x) is positive
(resp. negative). The hyperplane {x ∈ V | h(x) = 1} is the affine subspace aff(∆) spanned by the
simple roots. It is useful to identify the projective space PV with the affine subspace aff(∆) with
b is identified with the
a projective hyperplane added at infinity. For a vector x ∈ V , if h(x) 6= 0, x
projective vector
x/h(x) ∈ aff(∆).
b is identified to a point on the projective hyperplane at
Otherwise, if h(x) = 0, the direction x
infinity. We avoid the term “normalized roots” used in [DHR13] and other literature, because
the same term is used in [Max82] for different objects, which are also important in this paper,
b is identified
see Section 2.4. For a simple root α ∈ ∆, we have α
b = α. In fact, if h(x) 6= 0, x
with the intersection of aff(∆) with the straight line passing through x and the origin. In this
b projective weights Ω
b and projective isotropic cone Q
b are respectively
sense, the projective roots Φ,
identified with the intersection of aff(∆) with the 1-subspaces spanned by the roots Φ, weights Ω
b is projectively equivalent to
and isotropic cone Q. In a Lorentz space, the projective light cone Q
a sphere, see for instance [DHR13, Proposition 4.13]. The affine subspace aff(∆) is practical for
visualization and geometric intuitions. In Figure 2, simple roots, fundamental weights and some
positive roots are represented in aff(∆).
Definition 2.3 (Hohlweg–Labbé–Ripoll [HLR13, Definition 2.12]). The set E(Φ) of limit roots is
b in other words,
the set of accumulation points of Φ,
b}.
E(Φ) = {b
x ∈ PV | there is an injective sequence (γi )i∈N ∈ Φ such that lim γ
bi = x
i→∞

Theorem 2.7 of [HLR13] asserts that
b ∩ cone(∆),
E(Φ) ⊆ Q
b \ cone(∆). If
see also [Dye13, Proposition 5.3]. Consequently, there is no limit root in the set Q
b
the set Q \ cone(∆) consists of open balls (spherical caps), it was conjectured that E(Φ) is equal
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Figure 2. Simple roots, fundamental weights, and positive roots of depth ≤ 6
of a geometric Coxeter system of rank 3 seen in the affine space spanned by the
simple roots. The Coxeter graph is shown in the upper-left corner.
to the complement of the W -orbit of these balls, see [HLR13, Section 3.2]. This conjecture is
proved in [HMN13, Theorem 1.2] for Lorentzian Coxeter systems, and more generally in [DHR13,
Theorem 4.10] for ∆ positively independent. The present paper relates this result, presented in
Theorem 2.4, to the result of Maxwell.
Theorem 2.4 ([DHR13, Theorem 4.10], [HMN13, Theorem 1.2]). Let (W, S)B be an irreducible
Lorentzian Coxeter system. Then
b \ (W · (Q
b \ conv(∆))).
E(Φ) = Q
b ⊂ conv(∆), then E(Φ) = Q.
b
In particular, if Q
Remark 2.5. In [DHR13], the group W acts on the affine space aff(∆), but the action is not
b act , the part
defined everywhere. For this reason, Theorem 4.10 of [DHR13] is stated in terms of Q
b where W acts. This is however not necessary in our setting, because the action of W is well
of Q
defined on the projective space PV .
Remark 2.6. If a Lorentzian Coxeter system is reducible, then all but one its irreducible component is of finite type, and the only component of infinite type is Lorentzian. Then by [HLR13,
Proposition 2.15], every limit root comes from the Lorentzian component. We shall therefore focus
on irreducible Lorentzian Coxeter systems.
2.3. Coxeter complex. For a Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B , let C = cone(∆∗ ) be the
closed cone over fundamental weights. Equivalently, C is the intersection of the half-spaces {x ∈
V | B(x, α) ≥ 0} for simple roots α ∈ ∆. The Tits cone
[
T = cone(Ω) =
w(C)
w∈W

is the closed cone spanned by weights. It contains one component of the light cone [Max82,
b in the projective space PV as a (n − 1)Corollary 1.3]. By abuse of language, we consider C
dimensional simplex supported by projective hyperplanes
b α = {b
H
x ∈ PV | B(x, α) = 0}
b the fundamental
with α ∈ ∆. Its vertices are the projective fundamental weights. We call C
b
chamber. The simplices w · C with w ∈ W are called chambers. The facets of a chamber are
b α is called a wall. The
called panels. For w ∈ W and α ∈ ∆, the projective hyperplane w ∈ H
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Coxeter complex C associated to the Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B is the simplicial complex
whose maximal simplices correspond to the chambers. The Coxeter complex C is a simplicial
decomposition of the projective Tits cone Tb whose vertices correspond to the projective weights.
It is pure of dimension n − 1, where n is the rank of the Coxeter system.
Remark 2.7. This definition of Coxeter complex is adapted for our purpose. It applies to
Lorentzian Coxeter systems because the Tits cone is strictly convex and does not contain any
line through the origin [AB08, Section 2.6.3]. This is however not true for finite or affine Coxeter
groups. We refer the readers to [AB08, Chapter 3] for an equivalent combinatorial definition in
term of cosets, which applies to general Coxeter systems.
The group W acts simply transitively on the chambers of C . The dual graph of C is the Cayley
graph of (W, S). Two chambers are adjacent if they share a panel. A gallery is a sequence of
b0 , . . . , C
bk ) such that consecutive chambers are adjacent, and k is the length of the
chambers (C
b0 , . . . , C
bk ) connects two simplices A
b and A
b0 of C if A
b⊆C
b0 and
gallery. We say that a gallery (C
0
0
0
b
b
b
b
b
b
A ⊆ Ck . The gallery distance d(A, A ) between two simplices A and A is the minimum length
b and A
b0 . A gallery connecting A
b and A
b0 with length d(A,
b A
b0 ) is called
of a gallery connecting A
b w · C).
b We refer the readers
a minimal gallery. For an element w ∈ W , its length `(w) = d(C,
to [AB08, Section 1.4.9] for more details. A pure simplicial complex of dimension n − 1 is vertexcolorable if there is a set of n colors and a type function τ that assigns to each vertex of C a color
such that vertices of each chamber have different colors. The following property of C is useful for
our purpose:
Theorem 2.8. [AB08, Theorem 3.5] The simplicial complex C is vertex-colorable, and the action
of W on C is type-preserving.
In the previous theorem, we can use the fundamental weights ∆∗ as the colors. A vertex v is
assigned the color ω ∈ ∆∗ if and only if v is in the orbit W · ω
b . Correspondingly, every simplex is
assigned a type, which is the set of the colors of its vertices. For a panel of type ∆∗ \ {ω}, we say
instead that it is of type ω, to lighten the text.
2.4. Boyd–Maxwell packing. In a metric space, a ball packing is a set of balls with disjoint
interiors. A famous example is the Apollonian ball packing in dimension (n − 2). It is constructed
from a set of n pairwise tangent balls, by repeatedly adding new balls touching n − 1 pairwise
tangent balls. This configuration is widely studied in the literature, see for instance [Boy73a,
GLM+ 05, GLM+ 06, Che13]. The residual set of a ball packing is the complement of the interiors
of all balls in the packing. The Hausdorff dimension of the residual set of Apollonian disk packings
was studied in [Boy73b] and calculated in [McM98], see also [GLM+ 03]. The notion of residual
set naturally extends to any collection of balls, not necessarily a packing.
Alternatively, an Apollonian packing can be generated by inversions. In [Boy74], Boyd presents
a new class of infinite ball packings generalizing this construction process. He characterizes these
packings generated by inversions in terms of separation between balls, and gives 13 examples up
to dimension nine. Moreover, he notices a connection to reflection groups. In [Max82], Maxwell
revisits these packings, and interprets them using Lorentzian Coxeter groups.
Given a space-like vector x in the Lorentz space (V, B), the normalized vector x of x is given by
p
x = x/ B(x, x)
The normalized vector x lies on the one-sheet hyperboloid H = {x ∈ V | B(x, x) = 1}. For n > 2,
there is a classical correspondence between (n − 2)-dimensional balls and space-like directions in
n-dimensional Lorentz space, see for example [Max82, Section 2], [Cec08, Section 2.2] or [HJ03,
Section 1.1]. Given a space-like vector x, let Hx be the orthogonal hyperplane Hx = {x0 ∈ V |
b with the projective half-space H
b x− = {b
B(x, x0 ) = 0}. The intersection of Q
x0 ∈ PV | B(x, x0 ) ≤ 0}
b We denote this ball by Ball(x). After a stereographic
is a closed ball (spherical cap) on Q.
projection, Ball(x) becomes a ball in an (n − 2)-dimensional Euclidean space. For two space-like
vectors x and x0 , if they are not both future-directed, we have
• Ball(x) and Ball(x0 ) are disjoint if B(x, x0 ) < −1;
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• Ball(x) is tangent to Ball(x0 ) if B(x, x0 ) = −1;
• The boundary of Ball(x) and Ball(x0 ) intersect transversally if B(x, x0 ) > −1;
• The boundary of Ball(x) and Ball(x0 ) intersect transversally at an obtuse angle, or one is
contained in the other, if B(x, x0 ) > 0.
In the last case, we say that Ball(x) and Ball(x0 ) intersect deeply. Therefore, if a set of space-like
vectors represents a ball packing, we must have B(x, x0 ) ≤ −1 for any two vectors. The readers are
invited to compare with [HPR13, Remark 3.2]. The packing corresponding to a pair of opposite
vectors {x, −x} is said to be trivial.
Remark 2.9. One verifies that −B(x, x0 ) is the separation between Ball(x) and Ball(x0 ) as defined
in [Boy74]. Namely, given two balls in Euclidean space of radius r and r0 with centers at distance d
apart, their separation is defined as (d2 − r2 − r02 )/2rr0 .
To encode geometric Coxeter systems (W, S)B , we adopt Vinberg’s convention for Coxeter
graphs. That is, if cst > 1 the edge st is dotted and labeled by −cst . This convention is also used
by Abramenko–Brown in [AB08, Section 10.3.3] and Maxwell in [Max82, Section 1]. A Coxeter
graph G is said to be of level 0 if it represents a finite or affine Coxeter system. The list of level-0
Coxeter graphs can be found in [Hum92, Chapter 2]. A graph is of level ≤ r if every induced
subgraph of G on n − r vertices is of level 0. A graph is of level r if it is of level ≤ r but not of
level ≤ r − 1. Correspondingly, a Coxeter system (W, S)B with a Coxeter graph of level r is said
to be of level r.
For a Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B , while the roots are all space-like, a weight can
be space-like, time-like or light-like. Let Ωr be the set of space-like weights. We call the set
{Ball(ω) | ω ∈ Ωr } the Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster generated by (W, S)B . Maxwell proved that
Coxeter systems of level 2 are Lorentzian [Max82, Proposition 1.6] and the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10 (Maxwell [Max82, Theorem 3.2]). Let (W, S)B be a Lorentzian Coxeter system.
The Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster generated by (W, S)B is a ball packing if and only if (W, S)B is of
level 2.
For example, the Apollonian circle packing is the Boyd–Maxwell ball packing generated by the
universal Coxeter system of rank 4. Maxwell manually enumerated the Coxeter graphs representing
irreducible Coxeter systems of level 2, and suggested a computer verification.
Remark 2.11. The Boyd–Maxwell ball packing is trivial if the level-2 Coxeter system is reducible.
Furthermore, the Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster generated by a reducible Lorentzian Coxeter system
covers the projective light cone, hence the complement is empty. This gives another reason for
focusing on irreducible Coxeter systems.
The reflection σα with respect to a root α correspond to the inversion with respect to the
boundary of Ball(α). These inversions induce a representation of the Lorentzian Coxeter group W
as a discrete subgroup of Möbius transformations. A Boyd–Maxwell ball packing is therefore
generated by inversions from the balls corresponding to space-like fundamental weights. Figure 3
shows an image of a ball packing generated in this way.
3. Relation between limit roots and Boyd–Maxwell Packings
3.1. Limit weights. Let (W, S)B be a (not necessarily Lorentzian) geometric Coxeter system as
described in Section 2.1. When the bilinear form B is non-singular, we define the set of limit
weights E(Ω) analogously to limit roots.
Definition 3.1. The set of limit weights E(Ω) is the set of accumulation points of the projective
b That is
weights Ω.
b}.
E(Ω) = {b
x ∈ PV | there is an injective sequence (ωi )i∈N ∈ Ω such that lim ω
bi = x
i→∞

We recall the following theorem about limit roots.
Theorem 3.2 (Hohlweg–Labbé–Ripoll [HLR13, Theorem 2.7]). Consider an injective sequence
b Then
of roots (γk )k∈N and suppose that (b
γk )k∈N converges to a limit β.
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Figure 3. Some balls in the ball packing generated by the level-2 Lorentzian
Coxeter group whose Coxeter graph is a 5-cycle with all edges labeled by 4.
The coordinates are calculated by Sage [S+ 14] with the help of CHEVIE package [GHL+ 96], the image is rendered by POV-Ray.

(i) h(γk ) tends to +∞,
b
(ii) βb lies in Q.
Here is an analogous result for limit weights.
Theorem 3.3. Consider an injective sequence of weights (ωk )k∈N and suppose that (b
ωk )k∈N conb Then
verges to a limit ψ.
(i) h(ωk ) tends to −∞,
b
(ii) ψb lies in Q.
In preparation for the proof, we make the following observations. For αt ∈ ∆ and ωs ∈ ∆∗ , we
have from Equation (2) that
(
ωs
if s 6= t,
(3)
σαt (ωs ) =
ωs − 2αs if s = t.
Let s ∈ S and w = s1 s2 . . . sk ∈ W where k = `(w). Define the set
pres (w) := {s1 s2 . . . sm | sm+1 = s}.
For any w0 ∈ pres (w), since the expression w = s1 s2 . . . sk is reduced, we have `(w0 ) < `(w0 s) and
w0 (αs ) ∈ Φ+ , see for example [Hum92, Theorem 5.4]. From Equation (3) we have
X
(4)
w(ωs ) = ωs − 2 ·
w0 (αs ).
w0 ∈pres (w)

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Every weight in the sequence can be written in the form of an element
of W acting on a fundamental weight. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume
that ωk = wk (ωs ) for a fixed fundamental weight ωs ∈ ∆∗ and an injective sequence of elements
(wk )k∈N with increasing length. By Equation (4), we may further assume that the last letter in
the reduced expression of each wk is the generator s corresponding to ωs .
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(i) Using the linearity of h in Equation (4), we get
X

h(ωk ) = h(wk (ωs )) = h(ωs ) − 2 ·

h(w0 (αs ))

w0 ∈pres (wk )

In the summation, the largest summand corresponds to w0 = wk s ∈ pres (wk ), and the depth
dp(wk s(αs )) = `(wk ). So the summation tends to +∞ by Theorem 3.2(i), while h(ωs ) remains
constant.
(ii) Since wk preserves the bilinear form, B(ωk , ωk ) = B(ωs , ωs ) is constant. Using (i), we get
\
b ψ)
b = lim B(w\
B(ψ,
k (ωs ), wk (ωs )) = lim
k→∞

k→∞

B(ωs , ωs )
= 0.
h(ωk )2


Theorem 3.4. The set of limit weights of a Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B is equal to its set
of limit roots. That is, E(Ω) = E(Φ).
Proof. We only prove one inclusion, namely E(Φ) ⊆ E(Ω). The proof for the other inclusion
works similarly.
b By
Consider an injective sequence of projective roots (b
γk )k∈N that converges to a limit root β.
b
b
Theorem 3.2, β ∈ Q. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that γk = wk (α) for a fixed
simple root α ∈ ∆ and an injective sequence (wk )k∈N of elements of W with increasing length.
For each k ∈ N, we can choose a fundamental weight ωk , such that (wk (ωk ))k∈N is an injective
b wk · C)
b = `(wk ) in
sequence of weights. This can be seen from the increasing gallery distance d(C,
the Coxeter complex C , which guarantees an injective sequence of vertices of C , corresponding to
the sequence (wk (ωk ))k∈N . By passing again to a subsequence, we may assume that ωk = ω for a
b
fixed fundamental weight ω ∈ ∆∗ , and that the sequence (wk (ω))k∈N converges to a limit ψb ∈ Q.
b
b
By Theorem 3.3, one has ψ ∈ Q. The bilinear form B(α, ω) equals 0 or 1, h(wk (α)) tends to +∞
by Theorem 3.2(i), and h(wk (ω)) tends to −∞ by Theorem 3.3(i). Consequently, we have:
B(α, ω)
= 0.
h(wk (α))h(wk (ω))
b we must have βb = ψb by Proposition 2.1.
Since both βb and ψb lie in the projective light-cone Q,
Thus, E(Φ) ⊆ E(Ω).

\
\
b ψ)
b = lim B(w
B(β,
k (α), wk (ω)) = lim
k→∞

k→∞

Figure 4 illustrates the result of the previous theorem.
Remark 3.5. It is natural to ask whether the previous result holds for non-singular geometric
Coxeter systems in general. The property that distinguish Lorentz spaces is Proposition 2.1, which
asserts that a totally isotropic subspace of a Lorentz space is at most of dimension 1. Indeed, it
would be interesting to know if the equality E(Ω) = E(Φ) holds in general.
For this, an answer to [DHR13, Question 4.9] would be helpful. In fact, E(Ω) = E(Φ) holds
b = E(Φ). Here is a sketch of proof: From the definition,
under the assumption that conv(E(Φ)) ∩ Q
limit weights are on the boundary of the projective Tits cone Tb, see [AB08, Exercise 2.90]. We have
b Consequently,
seen in Theorem 3.3(ii) that limit weights are on the projective isotropic cone Q.
limit weights are in the dual of Tb, which is conv(E(Φ)) by [Dye13, Theorem 5.1(a)]. By assumption,
we have proved that E(Ω) ⊆ E(Φ), and the equality follows from the minimality of E(Φ) under
the action of W .
3.2. Limit roots and Boyd–Maxwell ball packings. We now prove Theorem 1.1 assuming
that (W, S)B is a Lorentzian Coxeter system of level 2.
Recall from Section 2.4 that Ωr denotes the set of space-like weights. It is the union of the
orbits of space-like fundamental weights. Space-like weights in Ωr correspond to balls in the Boyd–
Maxwell ball packing P generated by (W, S)B . From this correspondence, we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.6. The set E(Φ) of limit roots of an irreducible Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B
of level 2 is equal to the residual set of the Boyd-Maxwell ball packing P generated by (W, S)B .
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sδ
∞

∞
∞

sα

sβ

sγ

(a) Roots of depth ≤ 9.

(b) Weights of “depth” ≤ 9.

Figure 4. Positive roots and space-like weights for a Lorentzian Coxeter system
of rank 4 seen in the affine space spanned by the simple roots. The Coxeter graph
is shown on the upper-left corner.
Proof. The set E(Φ) is a minimal set under the action of W , see [DHR13, Theorem 3.1]. Thereb r . Since limit roots are light-like,
fore E(Φ) = E(Ω) is the set of accumulation points of Ω
b
E(Φ) = E(Ω) is disjoint from Ωr . By Theorem 2.10, E(Φ) is disjoint from the interiors of
the balls in the Boyd–Maxwell packing P. This proves that E(Φ) is contained in the residual set
of P.
The other inclusion follows from the fact that P is maximal. That is, it is impossible to add
any ball into the complement of P to form a bigger packing. In other words, for a point p in
the residual set of P, every neighborhood of p contains some ball in P. So p is an accumulation
b r , therefore a limit root. The maximality of P is guaranteed by [Max82, Theorem 3.3]
point of Ω
and [Max89, Theorem 6.1].

Let us now explain the relation between ball packings studied by Boyd and Maxwell and ball
packings observed in the study of limit roots. Maxwell’s condition of “level 2” can be interpreted
as follows. Consider a Coxeter system (W, S)B of level 2 with Coxeter graph G. Then (W, S)B
is of level ≤ 2, i.e. removing any two vertices from G leaves an affine or finite Coxeter graph. In
the geometric representation, this means that every (n − 2)-face of the simplex conv(∆) is disjoint
from, or tangent to the light cone Q. Furthermore, (W, S)B is not of level ≤ 1, i.e. there exists
a vertex of G whose removal does not yield an affine or finite Coxeter graph. In the geometric
representation, this means that some facet of the simplex conv(∆) intersects the light cone Q at
more than one point. In other words, there is at least one space-like weight. In the point of view
b \ conv(∆) is not empty and consists
of [HLR13] and [DHR13], (W, S)B is of level 2 if and only if Q
of a union of disjoint open balls. Then we notice from Equation (2) that
aff(∆ \ {αs }) = aff(∆) ∩ Hωs ,

∀s ∈ S,

In other words, the supporting hyperplane aff(∆ \ {αs }) of the simplex conv(∆) is exactly the
intersection of aff(∆) and the orthogonal hyperplane for the fundamental weight ωs . Therefore,
the closed balls obtained by the space-like fundamental weights are exactly the closure of the open
b \ conv(∆). Consequently, if the irreducible Coxeter system is Lorentzian of level 2, the
balls in Q
fractal structure described in Theorem 2.4 is the Boyd–Maxwell ball packing described in Theorem
2.10.
3.3. Coxeter complex and Tangency graph. The tangency graph G of a ball packing P takes
the balls in P as vertices, and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding balls
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are tangent to each other. The tangency graph of disk packings (2-dimensional ball packings) is
well understood, thanks to the Koebe–Andreev–Thurston’s disk packing theorem, which asserts
that every planar graph is the tangency graph of a disk packing. See [Ste03] for a nice survey on
circle packings. However, few is known for higher dimensional ball packings. In [Che13], the first
author compare the tangency graphs of Apollonian packings to 1-skeletons of stacked polytopes,
and give a forbidden subgraph characterisation for 3-dimensional Apollonian packings. In this
part, we interpret the tangency graph of a Boyd–Maxwell ball packing in terms of the Coxeter
complex of the associated Coxeter system.
Recall that the vertices of a Coxeter complex can be colored by fundamental weights. Vertices
with time- or light-like colors are called imaginary vertices, and vertices with space-like colors
are called real vertices. Real vertices correspond to balls in the Boyd–Maxwell packing. For a
Lorentzian Coxeter system of level 2, B(ω, ω) ≤ 1 for all fundamental weights ω ∈ ∆∗ , see [Max82,
Proposition 1.6]. A vertex colored by ω, such that B(ω, ω) = 1, is called surreal, and a panel
of type ω is called surreal. Two surreal vertices are said to be adjacent if they are of the same
color and belong to two adjacent chambers of the Coxeter complex C sharing a surreal panel. By
Equation (1), a pair of adjacent surreal vertices correspond to a pair of tangent balls. Finally, an
edge uv of type {ωu , ωv } is called a real edge if and only if B(ω u , ω v ) = −1. One verifies that the
vertices of a real edge correspond to a pair of tangent balls.
We can now describe the tangency graph in term of the Coxeter complex.
Theorem 3.7. Let P be a Boyd–Maxwell ball packing generated by a Coxeter system (W, S)B of
level 2. Moreover, let C be the Coxeter complex of (W, S)B , and G be the tangency graph of P.
Then the vertices of G are the real vertices of C , and uv is an edge of G if and only if one of the
following condition is fulfilled,
• The edge uv of C is real, in which case u and v are of different colors,
• The vertices u and v are surreal and adjacent, in which case u and v are of the same color.
Edges connecting pairs of adjacent surreal vertices are not present in the Coxeter complex C ,
we call them surreal edges. So the tangency graph G can be constructed by taking the real vertices
and real edges from the 1-skeleton of C , and add surreal edges.
Proof. We have seen that real vertices represent balls in the Boyd–Maxwell packing, while real
edges and surreal edges represent pairs of tangent balls. This has also been observed by Maxwell
in [Max82]. It remains to prove that every pair of balls must be represented by a real edge or a
surreal edge. In other words, for two vertices u and v such that d(u, v) ≥ 2, we need to prove
that the balls represented by u and v are not tangent. The proof is by induction on the gallery
distance. The inductive step is exactly the same as in the proof of Equation (1.5) in [Max82], but
we need to establish different base cases for proving strict inequalities.
Let u be a vertex of G , ωu ∈ ∆∗ be its color, and su ∈ S and αu ∈ ∆ be the corresponding
generator and simple root, that is su (ωu ) = ωu − 2αu . Without loss of generality, we assume that
u = ω u . Let (C0 , . . . , Cd(u,v) ) be a minimal gallery connecting u and v, we may assume that C0
is the fundamental chamber. Let ωi (1 ≤ i ≤ d(u, v)) be the type of the panel shared by Ci and
Ci−1 , we define w = s1 w0 = s1 . . . sd(u,v) where si is the generator corresponding to ωi . Note that
s1 = su and sd(u,v) = sv . Then Cd(u,v) = w · C0 , and v = w · ω v . Maxwell proved that
(5)
(6)

B(ωu , w(ωv )) = B(ωu , w0 (ωv )) − 2B(αu , w0 (ωv )),
p
≤ − B(ωu , ωu )B(ωv , ωv )

for any w ∈ W . We now prove, by induction on d(u, v), that the inequality (6) is strict for
d(u, v) ≥ 2. First, we establish the base cases.
If u and v are of different colors, ωu 6= ωv , the base case for the induction is d(u, v) = 2. Let
w = su sv , where su and sv do not commute (otherwise d(u, v) = 0), then
B(ωu , w(ωv )) = B(su (ωu ), sv (ωv )) = B(ωu − 2αu , ωv − 2αv ),
= B(ωu , ωv ) + 4B(αu , αv ) − 2B(ωu , αv ) − 2B(αu , ωv ).

12
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In the last line, the last two terms are
p0, the second term is strictly negative since su and sv do
not commute, and the first term ≤ − B(ωu , ωu )B(ωv , ωv ). We conclude that
p
B(ωu , w(ωv )) < − B(ωu , ωu )B(ωv , ωv ).
Therefore, B(u, v) = B(ω u , w · ω v ) < −1, and the balls represented by u and v are not tangent.
If u and v are of the same color ω = ωu = ωv , the base case for the induction is d(u, v) = 3.
Let s = su = sv and α = αu = αv . Assume w = ss0 s, where s 6= s0 ∈ S and the order of ss0 is
bigger than 3 (otherwise d(u, v) = 1 or u = v). Then
B(ω, w(ω)) = B(s(ω), s0 s(ω)) = B(s(ω), s(ω)) − 2B(s(ω), α0 )2
= B(ω, ω) − 2B(ω − 2α, α0 )2 = B(ω, ω) − 8B(α, α0 )2 ,
where α0 is the simple root corresponding to s0 . In the last line, the first term is ≤ 1 by [Max82,
Proposition 1.6]. As for the second term, since the order of ss0 is bigger than 3, we have B(α, α0 ) <
−1/2, so 8B(α, α0 )2 > 2. We conclude that B(ω, w(ω)) < −1. Therefore, B(u, v) = B(ω, w · ω) <
−1, the ball represented by u and v are not tangent.
In Equation (5), the second term B(αu , w0 (ωv )) is non-negative [Max82, Corollary 1.8]. We
then use Equation (5) for the induction, and conclude that if d(u, v) ≥ 2, the corresponding balls
are not tangent, so uv is not an edge of G . Therefore, the only possible edges are the real and the
surreal edges.

Corollary 3.8. For an irreducible Lorentzian Coxeter system (W, S)B of level 2, the projective
Tits cone Tb ⊂ PV is an edge-tangent infinite polytope. That is, every edge of Tb is tangent to
b Furthermore, the 1-skeleton of Tb is the tangency graph of the Boyd–
the projective light-cone Q.
Maxwell packing P generated by (W, S)B .
b otherwise two balls
Proof. Vertices of Tb are projective weights. No edge of Tb is disjoint from Q,
b
b
b ⊂ Tb by [Max82,
in the packing P will overlap. No edge of T intersect Q transversally because Q
b correspond to a pair of tangent balls
Corollary 1.3]. Finally, an edge of Tb that is tangent to Q
in P.

3.4. Limit roots and Boyd–Maxwell ball clusters. We now finish the proof of Theorem 1.1.
For a Lorentzian Coxeter system of level ≤ 1, every facet of conv(∆) is disjoint from, or tangent
to Q. Since there are no space-like weights, the Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster is empty. Therefore
b as observed in [HPR13, DHR13]. In this case, the boundary of the Tits cone is the
E(Φ) = Q,
light cone.
For a Lorentzian Coxeter system of level ≥ 3, the space-like weights still represent (n − 2)dimensional balls, but some balls will intersect each other, see Figure 1(b) for an example. To
generalize Theorem 3.6 to Boyd–Maxwell ball clusters, most of the arguments and discussions in
Section 3.2 apply. However, slight modifications are necessary. First of all, in a Boyd–Maxwell
ball cluster, we claim that no two balls intersect deeply. Recall that two balls intersect deeply if
one is contained in the other, or if their boundary intersect at an obtuse angle, in which case the
bilinear form of the corresponding space-like weights is positive. Our claim is a consequence of
the following lemma, taken from the proof of Theorem 1.9 in [Max82].
Lemma 3.9 ([Max82, Equation (1.5)]). Let ω, ω 0 ∈ Ω be two distinct weights of a Lorentzian
Coxeter group. Then B(ω, ω 0 ) ≤ 0.
Correspondingly, we say that a ball cluster is maximal if it is impossible to add any additional
ball into the cluster without deeply intersecting any other ball. The maximality of Boyd–Maxwell
packings is again guaranteed by a generalized version of [Max82, Theorem 3.3].
Lemma 3.10. Let (W, S)B be a Lorentzian Coxeter system of level 2 or higher. If cone(Ω) =
cone(Ωr ), then the Boyd–Maxwell ball cluster generated by (W, S)B is maximal.
Maxwell’s proof of [Max82, Theorem 3.3] applies directly to this generalized version, and the
assumption of this lemma is verified by [Max89, Theorem 6.1]. All other arguments in the proof of
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Theorem 3.6 generalize directly, which completes the connection between Theorem 2.4 and 2.10,
and the proof of Theorem 1.1.
4. Enumeration of Coxeter graphs of level 2
The list of level-0 Coxeter graphs can be found in [Hum92, Chapter 2]. As observed by Maxwell
[Max82], a graph of level 2 is either connected, or obtained by adding an isolated vertex to a graph
of level 1. Coxeter graphs of level 1 are necessarily connected. A complete list is given by Chein
in [Che69] using a FORTRAN program, see also [Hum92, Section 6.9].
Connected Coxeter graphs of level 2 are manually enumerated by Maxwell in [Max82]. He finds
323 Coxeter graphs of level 2, some of which correspond to the same packing. He then gives a list
of 165 graphs, representing different packings generated by these graphs. We follow the suggestion
of Maxwell and realize a computer verification of the list along the lines of [Che69]. The list of
level 2 Coxeter graphs is given in the appendix. The current section is dedicated to the description
of the algorithm. The algorithm consists of two parts:
Nomination: A reasonably short list of candidates covering all the possible Coxeter graphs
of level 2 is generated. This is to avoid checking all the graphs with less than 11 vertices.
Recognition: Every nominated candidate is passed to a recognition algorithm, and is eliminated if it is not a Coxeter graph of level 2.
4.1. Recognition algorithm. It is used to eliminate false candidates, and to generate the list of
level-1 Coxeter graphs, which helps nominating candidates. Instead of following the combinatorial
algorithm described in [Che69], our algorithm takes advantage of developments in computer science. To tell if a matrix M is positive-semidefinite, we use the computer algebra system Sage to
calculate the eigenvalues of M , and look at the sign of the smallest eigenvalue λ. If λ ≥ 0, then M
is positive-semidefinite. Since the considered matrices are quite small (size at most 10 × 10), this
process is done fast.
Now consider a Coxeter graph G with its associated matrix B. Checking if G is of finite or affine
type is equivalent to checking the positive-semidefiniteness of B as described above. Checking if
G is of level ≤ r asks to check the positive-semidefiniteness for all the (n − r) × (n − r) principle
minors of B. Consequently, checking if G is of level 2 requires to check if it is of level ≤ 2 but
not of level ≤ 1.
Remark 4.1. Sage can numerically calculate the eigenvalues in double precision, which gives
15-17 significant decimal digits. Since the calculation is not in arbitrary precision, it may happen
that, for an eigenvalues that equals zero, the program finds a non-zero eigenvalue that is very
close to 0. This is however not a problem. In fact, for every finite or affine Coxeter graph with at
most 10 vertices, the non-zero eigenvalues of its bilinear form are all bigger than 0.003 according
to our test. Therefore, double precision suffices, if all output with absolute value < 0.001 are
regarded as zero.
4.2. Nomination of candidates. The nomination of candidates is more technical. In the spirit
of [Che69], we first do some graph theoretical analysis.
As observed by Maxwell [Max82], a graph of three vertices is of level 2 if it contains a dotted
edge, a graph of four vertices is of level ≤ 2 if and only if it contains no dotted edge. It remains
to consider graphs of five or more vertices. A level-2 graph with at least five vertices does not
contain any dotted edge, and the only admissible labels for an edge is 3, 4, 5 or 6.
Consider a Coxeter graphs G of level 2. Since G is not of level ≤ 1, the deletion of some vertex u
from G leaves a graph G − u that is neither finite nor affine. Then G − u is necessarily of level 1.
As mentioned before, G − u must be connected. Therefore, a Coxeter graph of level 2 can be
obtained by connecting a vertex to a Coxeter graph of level 1. Now let v be any vertex of G.
Every connected component of G − v must be of level ≤ 1, therefore in Liste I, Liste II or the list
in Appendice of [Che69]. All these Coxeter graph of level ≤ 1 have at most one cycle, except for
three graphs of level 1, namely the complete graph K4 , complete graph minus an edge K4 − e and
the complete bipartite graph K2,3 .
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4.2.1. Graphs constructed from special graphs. If one component of G − v contains more than one
cycle, then G is obtained by adding a vertex to K4 , K4 − e or K2,3 , putting any admissible label
(3, 4, 5 or 6) to the new edges. This forms our first class of candidates. After passing through the
recognition algorithm, Coxeter graphs of level 2 constructed in this way are listed in Figure 8.
4.2.2. Graphs with two cycles. If G − v contains none of the three special graphs, the argument
in [Che69, Section 3.2] applies and we conclude the following. If G has at least 5 vertices, it has
at most 2 cycles. If the number of cycles is exactly 2, the degree of a vertex of G is at least 2.
Therefore, for a Coxeter graph with 2 cycles, we have the three possibilities shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The three possible forms for a level-2 Coxeter graph with 2 cycles.
We rule out the case on the left, since deletion of two vertices from one of the two cycles leaves
a graph that is not of level 0. For the case in the middle, if any of the two cycles contains more
than three vertices, deletion of two vertices on that cycle leaves a graph that is not of level 0.
The only nominated candidate is therefore the butterfly graph, i.e. two cycles of length 3 sharing
a vertex. The butterfly graph is then confirmed by the recognition algorithm as a level-2 graph.
For the case on the right, if any of the three paths contains more than two vertices, not counting
the ends, deletion of two vertices on that path leaves a graph that is not of level 0. Furthermore,
at least two of the three paths contains at least one vertex, otherwise the graph is not simple.
Graphs satisfying these two conditions, with any admissible label (3, 4, 5 or 6), are nominated as
candidates. After passing through the recognition algorithm, Coxeter graphs of level 2 with two
cycles are listed in Figure 9.
4.2.3. Graphs with one cycle. A graph with only one cycle is either a cycle itself, or formed by
attaching some paths to the cycle, i.e., connecting one end of the path to a vertex on the cycle.
In the second case, we call the pending paths “tails”, and the length of the tail is one plus the
length of the path.
If a Coxeter graph of level 1 has at most one cycle, there are three possibilities: a tree, a cycle,
or a cycle with one tail of length 1. If a Coxeter graph of level 2 has exactly one cycle, there are
four possibilities: a cycle, a cycle with one tail of length 1, a cycle with two tails of length 1, or
a cycle with one tail of length 2. One verifies that a graph can not be of level 2 if it has more or
longer tails.
A Coxeter graph of level 2 can be formed in the following ways:
(1) Take a tailed cycle of level 1, then append an edge to the tail, with any admissible label
(3, 4, 5 or 6). The result is a cycle with a tail of length two.
(2) Take a tailed cycle of level 1, then attach an edge to any vertex on the cycle, with any
admissible label. The result is a cycle with two pending edges.
(3) Take a cycle of level 1, and attach an edge to any vertex on the cycle, with any admissible
label. The result is a cycle with a tail of length 1.
(4) Take a tree of level 1, then add a new vertex and connect it to any two leaves (vertices of
degree 1) of the tree, putting any admissible label to the new edges. It suffices to consider
trees with three leaves, since cycles with more than two tails are not of level 2, and cycles
with two tails are all considered in the previous case. Among cycles with one tail, we
only nominate those with a tail of length one, since cycles with a tail of length two are all
considered in the second case, and a longer tail length is not allowed.
(5) Take a path of level 1, then add a new vertex and connect it to the two ends of the path,
putting any admissible label to the new edges. The result is a cycle.
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(6) Take a path of level 1, then add a new vertex and connect it to the second and the last
vertex on the path, putting any admissible label to the new edges. The result is a cycle
with a tail of length 1. However, it turns out that all level 2 Coxeter graphs of this form
have been previously nominated, and we find no new graph by this method.
After passing through the recognition algorithm, Coxeter graphs of level 2 in form of a cycle
are listed in Figure 10; those in form of a cycle with one tail of length 1 are listed in Figure 11
and 12; those in form of a cycle with one tail of length 2 are listed in Figure 13; those in form of
a cycle with two tails of length 1 are listed in Figure 14.
4.2.4. Graphs in form of a tree. A tree can be formed by attaching an edge to any vertex on a
tree of level 1, with any admissible label (3, 4, 5 or 6). After passing through the recognition
algorithm, Coxeter graphs of level 2 in form of a tree are listed in Figures 15 to 19.
4.3. Some remarks on the list. All Coxeter graphs of level 2 found by our algorithm, up
to graph isomorphism, are listed in the attached tables. They are grouped according to the
nomination method described above, and then subgrouped by number of vertices. The figures are
generated using the graph plotting function of Sage [S+ 14].
The list given by Maxwell in [Max82] only includes graphs corresponding to the (group theoretical) maximal elements in each family of Coxeter systems that yield the same packing. Two
methods for embedding a Coxeter group as a subgroup of finite index in another Coxeter group can
be found in [Max98]. For checking the result, these embeddings are implemented in the program,
and successfully reproduced every graph in Maxwell’s list. There are 326 graphs in the present
list, while Maxwell’s list contains 323 Coxeter graphs of level 2. There are three more rank 5
Coxeter graphs of level 2 in the new list. However, since Maxwell did not list all the graphs that
he found, we can not specify which graphs are new.
Finite and affine Coxeter graphs with at most nine vertices are manually input into the program,
then level-1 Coxeter graphs are enumerated following Chein’s algorithm [Che69], from which we
generate our candidates for Coxeter graphs of level 2. For some graphs in the list, this process can
be seen from the arrangement of the edges. For example, for trees, the diagonal edges are from
the original level-0 Coxeter graphs, vertical edges are added for constructing level-1 graphs, and
horizontal edges are added for constructing level-2 graphs. For cycles with two tails, the cycles are
from the original level-0 graphs, edges outside the cycle are added for constructing level-1 graphs,
and edges in the cycle are added for constructing level-2 graphs. Colors of vertices indicate its role
in the tangency graph: white vertices correspond to imaginary vertices, black and gray vertices
correspond to real vertices, and gray vertices are surreal vertices. Some graphs are framed. These
graphs of level 2 are strict [Max82, Section 1], meaning that deletion of any two vertices leaves a
finite Coxeter graph. In the ball packing generated by a strict Coxeter graph of level 2, no two
balls are tangent, i.e. the tangency graph is an empty graph. One can verify that the ball packing
generated by a non-strict Coxeter graph of level 2 always contains a pair of tangent balls.
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Figure 6. Graphs constructed from K4 .
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Figure 7. Graphs constructed from K4 − e.
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Figure 8. Graphs constructed from K23 .
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Figure 9. Graphs with two cycles.
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Figure 10. Cycles
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Figure 11. Cycles with one tail of length 1 (5 vertices)
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Figure 12. Cycles with one tail of length 1 (> 5 vertices)
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Figure 13. Cycles with one tail of length 2.
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Figure 14. Cycles with two tails of length 1.
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Figure 15. Trees (5 vertices)
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Figure 16. Trees (6 vertices)
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Figure 17. Trees (7 vertices)
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Figure 18. Trees (8 or 9 vertices)
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Figure 19. Trees (10 or 11 vertices)

